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Following a few deafening sounds, the Peaks all caved under the power of the 
attack and were all sent flying. 

As soon as they landed, they paled and spat blood from their mouth, before 
slumping onto the ground. 

“I’m finally rid of you stubborn old men!” Leon sighed a breath of relief. 

Hurricane Break was his most powerful attack and it required a tremendous 
amount of spiritual energy. 

He had already used the Earthly Plunder and Phantom Steps a few times 
when facing Roman. After using these methods consecutively, he had used 
up over half of his spiritual energy. 

Thankfully, the Hurricane Break effectively defeated them and without their 
interference, Leon could finally rest assured. 

“How could this happen?” 

“Who is this kid?” 

Watching as Leon stood handsomely before them, the Feaks were all stunned 
and none of them could maintain their composure. 

Though he possessed a powerful treasure, it was merely a defensive tool. 

As powerful as it may be, it would not pose a threat to them. 

However, upon witnessing the power of Hurricane Break, they finally realized 
that they had all underestimated Leon. 

Judging from the sheer power of the attack, Leon had likely reached the 
Almighty State. 

Even the most brilliant martial artists in the younger generation, Felton and 
Hugo, had only reached the Intermediate Emperor State. Leon was a few 



years younger than them, yet surpassed them by miles and reached the 
Almighty State. 

Such talent was unheard of and none of them would have believed this had 
they not witnessed it themselves. 

“Elder Feaks, are you going to stop me from treating Mister Jaxon now?” Leon 
sighed and strode toward the Feaks. 

“What… what are you going to do?” 

The Feaks paled, their hearts sinking. 

They all assumed that Leon was the one who killed the guards. Since they 
were all defeated by Leon and all sustained injuries, they were at Leon’s 
mercy. 

If they were not mistaken, Leon would likely kill them as well. They hearts felt 
heavy, but none of them had the strength to fight back. Hence, they could only 
wait for Leon to do as he pleased with them. 

Before they could completely sink in despair, what happened next shocked 
them all. 
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power!” Leon said calmly. 

He knew that the Feaks had stubbornly assumed that he was the one who 
murdered the guards. To prevent them from causing further trouble, he 
intended to seal their powers to make sure that he was uninterrupted later on. 

With that thought in mind, he arrived before them and tapped on a few points 
on their bodies to seal their power. 

“What? Aren’t you going to kill us?” The Feaks were shocked. 

“Why would I kill you?” Leon was amused and continued,” I’ve already told 
you that I’m not the killer. It was someone else! Believe whatever you want. 
Once I revive Mister Jaxon, you will eventually learn the truth!” 



“What…” Roman was rendered speechless and exchanged shocked looks 
with the others. 

They had all assumed that Leon was a killer and after getting defeated, they 
thought that they would get killed just like the guards did. 

However, to their surprise, Leon merely sealed their power and did not harm 
them. 

This caught them by surprise and made them question what they initially 
thought. 

Could it be that Leon was not actually the culprit and they had foolishly 
accused the wrong person? 

“Alright, saving Mister Jaxon is the priority here. You all should stay here and 
rest!” With that, Leon ignored them and walked over to Jaxon, before carrying 
him out of the mansion. 

“Kid, what are you doing? Where are you taking Jaxon?” The Feaks snapped 
out of it and wondered why Leon was taking Jaxon away. 

“I’m treating him!” Leon said and left without looking back. 

Though he was skilled in medicine, Jaxon’s condition was far too severe and 
he was barely alive. 

It would be quite challenging to rescue Jaxon from death. 

Thankfully, he spent over 200 million on fifteen rare herbs during the bouquet 
the night before and a few of them worked perfectly for curing severe injuries. 

He returned home late the night before and did not have time to unpack, so all 
the herbs were still in his car. 
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mountain, Leon soon had an idea and carried Jaxon toward it. 

Since there was not enough time, he had no time to combine the herbs and 
this would affect the effect. Hence, to make up for that, he intended to treat 
Jaxon on top of the mountain. 



The highest point of mountains often contained abundant spiritual energy so 
treating Jaxon there would double the effect. 

On top of that, he did not want to be disturbed when he was treating 
someone. 

By taking Jason to the mountain, he could avoid the Feaks from bothering him 
when they recovered. 

Now that their powers were sealed, people their ages should not be able to 
climb the mountain that easily before they were exhausted. 

This would be the safest option. 

The mountain was surrounded by forest and beautiful scenery. 

Leon glanced around and found a field to place Jaxon on. 

“I wonder how he’s doing now…” Leon glanced at Jaxon thoughtfully. 

He had only examined Jaxon’s injuries briefly and managed to protect his 
heart. 

However, due to the Feaks’ interference, he did not have the chance to make 
a closer inspection. 

For safety reason, he tore Jaxon’s clothes open for a more detailed check. 

As Jaxon’s clothes were torn open, a distinctive palm print came into sight. 

Firing up his spiritual energy, he inspected the injuries and suddenly, he 
sensed a familiar trace of true energy from the wound. 

“This is familiar.Js this…the Southern Boss’s true energy?” Leon had just 
recently fought the Southern Boss, so he was familiar with his energy. 

Based on the leftover trace of true energy on Jaxon’s wound, Leon instantly 
detected the Southern Boss’s true energy. 

“Damn you, Southern Boss. So you were the one who did this!” Leon was livid 
and realization dawned on him that the Southern Boss was responsible for 
this. 



He came to the western region to establish branches for Cynthion Group and 
Elegante Group, but also to track the Southern Boss down. 

Now that he learned that the Southern Boss was the culprit, this confirmed the 
Dragon Corps’ intel that the Southern Boss had fled to the western region. 

Never in his wildest dream would he expect the Southern Boss to cause 
trouble instead of keeping a low profile. 

Coincidentally, this almost got Leon into trouble. 

This caught Leon by surprise and he was both shocked and angry. 

 

 

 


